
First TIme, 5 faces make the Cover

Written by Courtney Childress

 

"You will notice five of the Valley's best on the cover.  This is a different spin than previous years when local DJ, Johnjay Van Es of 104.7 FM's
"Johnjay and Rich," and rock star Bret Michael graced our Best of Our Valley covers. We decided this year's featured individuals had such a
strong amount of interest that we would feature all of them."  - President and Publisher, Michael Dee.

On this cover you will see...

Jacqueline Nerguizian- Best Local Jewelry Designer and Best Local Jewelry Designer: Female.  Jacqueline a top Hollywood designer to many
stars. She has designed for some of the biggest names like Jennifer Lopez, and her roster of celebs continues to grow as her talent is
mesmorizing the stars.

Fawn Cheng- Most Fashionable Woman in the Valley over 30- Fawn spends her time as a personal stylist as well as a project manager for JANI
Modeling Agency.  

Maral Jorjani- Owner of Best Modeling Agency- Maral started the firm in 2011 and already have close to 40 models on their roster, participating
in fashion events all over the world.

Steve Irvin- Favorite Nightly Newscast- First time Arizona Foothills has included a News celebrity on the cover.  Steve is a Valley favorite, fun to
watch, and easy to relate to.  

Micah Johnson- Most Fashionable Man in the Valley over 30 - Micah is always dressed to impress but most importantly he owns it.

This is the first time we have ever had more than 3 people on the cover in our 17 years.

March issue will hit news stands Monday March 4th, available at Sprouts.

Don't forget about the Best Of Our Valley Bash to celebrate all our Valley's winner.  It is going to be a fun filled evening with fashion shows, live
music, and much more.

Get your tickets here for the Best Of Our Valley Bash... go.ordermytix.com
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